






Questionnaire Responses – April 11, 2014

1. When we talk about several theorems/general concepts one after the other, with
no examples to clarify, I get lost in definitions and wording: The first half of class
today was concept/theorem-heavy compared with previous classes. It was also pretty fast
paced. For Theorem 4.1.2 which we covered today, please see the example I’ve posted online
(“Example from April 11”). I hope this clarifies this theorem and how we use it.

2. Will exam questions be designed to challenge/extend beyond the material, or
check our understanding of fundamental concepts? You should expect a mixture of
these on the exam – some very straightforward if you understand the concepts and a few
more challenging questions.

3. Roadmaps are great! Great! I’ve posted one for second order on the website.

4. I wish the lecture notes were online. Hm. If someone in the class has neatly written
notes and are willing to share them, I’m happy to make a copy and post them.

5. More online practice problems. I’m not sure what this means. However, under “Exams”
on the website, I have posted previous exam solutions from Math 23 a few years ago. I will
also be posting recommended practice problems for exam-review.

6. Reviewing what we learned at the beginning of the previous class is helpful.
Noted.

7. Not really following matrices, don’t feel comfortable taking determinants. You
are probably not the only one. Much of our motivation for today involved matrices, but we
haven’t yet talked much about how to actually work with them. On Monday, I’ll talk about
many of the basic ideas from linear algebra, including how to take determinants. We will
approach this from a “only what we need to know for this course” perspective. Here’s what I
already assume you know about matrices: (1) how to take the determinant of a 2× 2 matrix,
(2) multiplying a matrix times a vector, (3) that a system of equations can be solved only if
the determinant is nonzero (which we mentioned today). If this doesn’t sound right, let me
know and we’ll review some of these concepts on Monday as well.

8. I want to come to office hours, but I never have time to. I now have an office hour
scheduled during the x-hour for the class. Also, you can schedule an office-hour appointment
with me or email me your questions.

9. Been enjoying it so far/seems straightforward/doing great/liking it/good. Great!


